
Lesson 31 
  

Lesson 31 – Looking for a Place to Live  

A.  
                              

Yesterday I went to see you 

but didn't see you.  

B.  
                

I went to look for a house to 

rent.  

A.  
                  

Will you live (there) yourself?  

B.  
                   

No. I'm looking for a friend.  

 
                                

                

You think it's better to live in 

a house or an apartment?  

A.  
                                 

Is your friend single or 

married?  

B.  
             

He's single.  

A.  
                                    

Actually, as for me I prefer 

living in a house.  

 
                                    

But for single persons, I think 

living in a flat is better.  

B.  
             

Why?  

A.  
                   

It's more convenient than 

living in a house.  

A.  
                  

                             

And less expensive, because 

you don't have to hire a lot of 

servants.  

B.  
        

Right.  

 
                 

It's safer too.  

 
                 

You don't have to be afraid of 

thieves.  

Grammar notes  

   and      



   and     occur after    'to look for', try to find and indicate the result of the action of 

'looking'.'  

 

Observe the following examples:  

Question  Responses  

 Affirmative  Negative  

         (  )    (  )       

Did you get to see him?  Yes, I did.  No, I didn't.  

          (  )     (  )        

Did you get  Yes, I did.  No, I didn't.  

(what you were looking for)?    

 

Observe also these two examples:  

(  )                        I didn't get any because it wasn't for sale.  

(  )                      I didn't get to see him because he wasn't in.  

เจอ and พบ  

    'to meet, run into unexpectedly' may replace    in constructions with    involving 

human beings, thus         or          'Did you get to see him?' In 

constructions referring to objects     rather than    is used, thus:  

A:             
I lost my book.  

B:           
Did you find it?  

A:         
No, I didn't.  

When     is used as the main verb in the sentence, it has the meaning 'to meet 

unexpectedly':  

                            Yesterday I ran into an old friend.  



More than, less than  

     means 'more than, to a greater extent'.  

1. After stative verbs, use      alone.  

Examples:  

                          English is more difficult than Thai.  

2. After other verbs, use         for 'more than' and          for 'less than'.  

Examples:  

                                 
This year we have more students than 

last year.  

                     I like you less than him.  

3. Where a degree of difference is stated, observe in the following examples, the position of 

forms indicating degree of difference.  

  NP1  
Stative Verb +       

NP2  Degree of 

difference  

1.  
                                  ๔๐๐ 

    

 Here they are  students  more than  teachers  400  

 There are 400 more teachers than students here.  

2.   
                        

  you  pretty more than  she  much 

alot  

 You are prettier than she (is).  

NP1 Stative Verb +      NP2 Degree of Difference  

1.                                ๔๐๐     

 
Here there are students more than teachers 400  

 
There are 400 more students than teachers here.  

2.                       

 
you pretty more than she much a lot  



 
You are a lot prettier than she (is)  

   (   )        versus          

อ       

Use         when asking for a person's opinion or comment on something.  

      (   )         
What do you think?  

   (   )         
(What's your opinion?)  

               
What did he say?  

 (What was his reaction?)  

อะ    

Use      to find out what is in a person's mind.  

                  
What are you thinking...  

 ( about?  

 ( of?  

Drills  

Recognition and Familiarization Drill  

 Pattern 1  Pattern 2 (contracted form)  

1.  
                     

 looked for but didn't meet with  didn't find  

2.  
                       

 looked for but didn't meet with  didn't find  

3.  
                       

 looked for but didn't get  didn't succeed in getting  

Transformation Drill  

Combine patterns a and b to form pattern c.  



 Patterns a and b  Pattern c  

1.  
                                

 
a.                       (   )       

 
b.                 

 

 He wanted to see his friend.  He want to see his friend but didn't see him.  

 He went to see his friend at home.   

 He did not meet his friend.   

2.  
                           

 
a.                       /    

 
b.          /          

 

 His daughter disappeared.  He looked for his daughter without success.  

 He looked for his daughter.   

 He didn't find his daughter.   

3.  
                           

 
a.              (   )        

 
b.                  

 

 My book was lost.  I looked for my book without success.  

 I looked for my book.   

 I didn't discover my book.   

4.  
                              (    )         

 
a.     (    )                         (   )        

 
b.                          

 

 I'd like to get that book.  I tried unsuccessfully to get (buy) that book.  

 I sought (to buy) that book.   

 I didn't get that book.   

Expansion Drill  

1.  
                        

 
                  



 
                        

 
                              

2.  
                      

 
                 

 
                           

3.  
                        

 
                  

 
                      

Response Drill  

(Respond affirmatively to the questions, if the cue word indicates that the search was 

successful (    ), respond negatively, if the cue word indicates that the search was 

unsuccessful (       ).  

 Question  Cue  Response  

1

.                                                   

 Did you find him when you went to see him yesterday?  He was in.  Yes I did.  

2

.                                                       

   

 Where you went to see the linguist a while ago, did you find 

him?  

He wasn't in.  (No) I 

didn't.  

3

.                                            

 When he came to see you last night, did he see you?  I was in.  He did.  

4

.                                 

 When you went to see the doctor, did you see him?  He was in.  I did.  

5

.                                                                   

 A short time ago when your friend came to see you at school, 

did you meet?  

I wasn't in.  He didn't.  



6

.                                          

         

          

     

       

 Did you find his number in the phone book?  It wasn't there.  I didn't.  

Substitution Response Drill  

The teacher gives 2 cue words. One student forms a statement using the first cue word. 

Another student asks the question             . The first then responds either 

negatively or affirmatively according to the second cue word.  

Cue word  Statement/question/response   

       ... No  S1:               
My book was lost.  

 
S2:               

Did you find it?  

 
S1:             

No, I didn't.  

Continue on using the following cue words:  

1.       ... No  2.        ... Yes  

3.        ... No  4.       ... No  

5.      ... Yes  6.  ถ  ... Yes  

7.          ... No  8.          ... No  

Response Drill  

 Cue  Question  Response  

1.  
                                             

  Did you find that book?  I did.  

2.  
                                                

  Were you able to buy the Thai book you were looking for?  I was.  

3.  
                                         

  Were you able to find the servants you were looking for?  No, I wasn't.  

4.  
                                                    



  Did you find the English teacher you were looking for?  No, I didn't.  

5.  
                                        

  Did you find the house you were looking for?  No, I didn't.  

Transformation Drill  

 Pattern 1 and 2  Pattern 3  

1.  
                 

 

 Yesterday it was hot.   

 
                                          

 Today it's very hot.  It's hotter today than yesterday.  

2.  
                  

 

 That girl is pretty.   

 
                                                      

 This girl is very pretty.  This girl is prettier than that one.  

3.  
           

 

 My house is far.   

 
                                     

 His house is very far.  His house is farther than mine.  

4.  
             

 

 In the daytime it's hot.   

 
                                        

 At night it's not hot.  It's hotter in the daytime than at night.  

5.  
                

 

 There the weather is good.   

 
                                            

 Here the weather is very good.  Here the weather is better than there.  

6.  
                   

 

 This student is smart.   

 
                                                            

 That student is very smart.  That student is smarter than this one.  



7.  
                    

 

 The food in that shop is good.   

 
                                                     

 The food in this shop is very good.  The food in this shop is better than in that 

shop.  

8.  
                 

 

 He studies late at night.   

 
                                          

 I study very late at night.  I study later at night than he.  

9.  
                   

 

 He came to school early.   

 
                                         

 I came to school late.  I came to school later than he.  

  
                         

  He came to school earlier than I.  

10.  
               

 

 Thai is not hard.   

 
                                         

 English is hard.  English is harder than Thai  

11.  
                   

 

 That day's party wasn't fun.   

 
                                            

 Today's party is fun.  The party today is more fun than that other 

party.  

12.  
 ถ         

 

 His car is old.   

 
 ถ         ถ           ถ     

 My car is new.  My car is newer than his.  

13.  
               

 

 It's convenient to live in a house.   



 
                                                          

 It's very convenient to live in an 

apartment.  

Living in an apartment is more convenient 

than living in a house.  

14.  
                          

 

 Living in an apartment is not expensive.   

 
                                                      

 Living in a house is very expensive.  Living in a house is more expensive than 

living in an apartment.  

Response Drill  

 Cue  Question  Response  

1.  
                                        

                   

                      

  Which is more convenient, living in 

town or in the country?  

Living in the city.  

2.  
                           

                   

                    

                         

  Which is more expensive, living in 

Bangkok or the provinces?  

Living in Bangkok.  

3.  
                   

                        

         

             

  Which is farther from Bangkok, 

Ubon or Korat?  

Ubon.  

4.  
                                 

                  

                 

  Which is older, Ayuthaya or 

Sukhotai province?  

Sukhotai.  

5.  
 ถ          ถ           ถ       

                 

 ถ                



  Which is more expensive, that car or 

this one?  

That one.  

6.  
                                             

                 

                         

  In which class are there more 

students, that one or this one?  

That one.  

7.  
                                

                         

                         

  Which has a larger population, 

Bangkok or Chlangmai?  

Bangkok.  

Response Drill  

 Cue  Question  Response  

1

.                                            

                             

                          

  Which can speak Thai better, the old 

students or the new ones?  

The old.  

2

.                                           

            

                    

  Who is more skillful, Sawat or Prasong?  Sawat.  

3

.            

       

                        

   (  )                    

                     

         

  Who understands you better, that friend of 

yours or this one?  

That one understands me 

better.  

4

.                              

       ถ             

                     

  Who drives faster, John or Jim?  John.  

Expansion Drill  

1.  
           

 
             



 
                 

 
                    

2.  
         

 
           

 
                   

 
                           

 
                                  

3.  
           

 
             

 
                 

 
                     

 
                        

4.  
         

 
            

 
                    

 
                      

 
                                     

5.  
            

 
               

 
                  

 
                    

6.  
         

 
            



 
               

 
                  

 
                    

 
                              

Transformation Drill  

 Pattern 1 and 2  Pattern 3  

1

.                            

     

 

 He has classes 6 hours a day.   

 
                             

   

                                     

     

 We have classes 4 hours a day.  He has classes 2 hours more per day than we do.  

2

.                          
 

 There are 100 teachers at school.   

 
                             

   

                                          

 There are 500 students at school.  There are 400 more students than teachers at school.  

3

.                       
 

 Wichai has 4 children.   

 
                                                           

    

 Prasert has 2 children.  Wichai has 2 more children than Prasert.  

Recognition and Familiarization Drill  

          
less  

                
less expensive  



            
have less  

             
like less  

             
speak less  

             
do less  

             
eat less  

              
buy less  

               
study less  

Transformation Drill  

 Pattern 1  Pattern 2  

1.  
                                   

   

                                 

 There are more things in this shop than that 

one.  

There are less things in that shop than this 

one.  

2.  
                                         

 He has more money than I.  I have less money than he.  

3.  
                                           

 He spends more money than I.  I spend less money than he.  

4.  
                                                                 

         

 Living in a house is more expensive than 

living in an apartment.  

Living in an apartment is less expensive 

than living in a house.  

5.  
                                

           

                               

     

 Somsak's younger brothers and sisters study 

more than he.  

Somsak studies less than his younger 

siblings.  

6.  
                                

      

                               

        



 That woman talks more than the one over 

there.  

The woman over there talks less than that 

one.  

7.  
                                                     

 I like his friends better than him.  I like him less than (I like) his friends.  

8.  
                                                       

        

 Somsri is prettier than her younger sister.  Somsri's younger sister is less pretty than 

Somsri.  

9.  
                             

         

                            

           

 He works 6 hours a week more than I do.  I work 6 hours a week less than he does.  

1

0.                                                            

   

 My older brother has 2 more children than I.  I have two less children than my older 

brother.  

Transformation Drill  

 Pattern 1  Pattern 2  

1

.                                                                

 I think living in an apartment is better.  I think living in an apartment is better.  

2

.                                                

 I think being single is better.  I think being single is better.  

3

.                                

 I think it's too expensive.  I think it's too expensive.  

4

.                                                  

 I think we should tell her.  I think we should tell her.  

5

.                                   

   

                           

   

 I think we should leave before noon.  I think we should leave before noon.  

6

.                           ถ                            ถ         

 I don't think we should buy the car.  I don't think we should buy the car.  



7

.                                    

 I think he will surely come.  I think he will surely come.  

Expansion Drill  

1.  
       

How.  

 
          

What do (you) think?  

 
             

What do you think?  

 
                

What do you think?  

2.  
                          

What's your opinion?  

 
                                            

What's your opinion about 

this matter?  

 
                                                

What's your opinion about 

this matter?  

Expansion Drill  

 Pattern 1  Pattern 2  

1.  
                                        

 I think it's good.  I think it's good. And you, what do you think?  

2.  
                                                

 I think you shouldn't.  I think you shouldn't. And you, what do you think?  

3.  
                                          

 I think you should.  I think you should. And you, what do you think?  

4.  
           ถ            ถ                       

 I think it's not so.  I think it's not so. And you, what do you think?  

5.  
                                              

 I think it's too expensive.  I think it's too expensive. And you, what do you think?  

6.  
                                                    

 I think it's boring.  I think it's boring. And you, what do you think?  

Idiom (to intimates or inferiors): What are you up to?  



Exercises  

 Have students compare various persons and objects in terms of certain qualities (good, 

pretty, etc.).  

 Compare various activities in terms of convenience, pleasure, etc.  

 One student expresses an opinion and asks another student's opinion of the same thing.  

 One student reports on the loss of some object (watch, etc.) A second asks if he has 

found it. He indicates he has or hasn't.  

 One student says that he went to look for something or someone. Another asks if he 

was successful in his search. The first indicates he was (or wasn't).  

 Two students compare the weather l) on different days, 2) in different months, 3) at 

different times of the day, and 4) in different places.  

 One student asks another about the weather at some other place or some other time of 

the year.  

 Find out which of 2 things various students prefer.  

 Find out the extent of superiority of one thing over another.  

 Compare the number of hours per day or week various people participate in various 

activities.  

 One student asks another his opinion on something. The second gives it.  

 One student asks another what he is thinking about at the moment.  

 One student asks another if he thinks he should do one thing or the other. The second 

gives his opinion.  

Vocabulary  

             
apartment  

          
a house to rent  

     
to meet with unexpectedly  

      
to rent  

(  )      
to get. (It indicates that the speaker was able to get the things he was 

looking for.)  

    ,        
to meet with (indicates that the search resulted in meeting with 

persons or things)  

    (  )  
to disappear, vanish, to be missing, be lost from sight  

     
to be difficult  

         
wage, wages, pay  

      
thief, robber  

          
truthfully, actually  



             
opinion  

           
about  

      
to be afraid of  

      
more than, to a greater extent  

      
classifier for houses and buildings  

     (    )  
some (out of a number), somewhat, in part, partly, to some extent  

      
to be little, small, less, slight (in quantity)  

         
to be safe, out of danger  

        
to use up, to consume, to waste (e.g. money, time resources) the 

expenses; to be expensive  

       
to be convenient  

             (    )  
a phone book  

 ถ      (    )  
place, site (place equipped for a particular kind of work, activity, 

etc.)  

      
to pay out (money) to waste, lost (time) to be obligated to pay  

     
to be single, unmarried state  

(  )      
single person, bachelor, spinster  

          
I (myself)  

           
he (himself)  

           
we (ourselves), more emphatic than “tua” alone  

     
to say, criticize, to think, to have an opinion  

 


